
Will your cash flow be tight? If so, consider the following:
Reexamine your budget looking for areas to reduce spending, 
especially discretionary expenses. 
Fund any shortfalls strategically, using the most advantageous 
source of cash.
You may need to prioritize your obligations, and take advantage 
of opportunities to extend due dates or alter payment 
schedules, minimizing fees, penalties, and any negative impact 
upon your credit.

Do you need to review or increase your emergency fund?
If so, evaluate the size of your fund and assess the number of 
months that it can support your living expenses.

Have you experienced a disruption in your employment?
If so, and you were laid off from work through no fault of your 
own, you may be eligible for unemployment benefits. 

Were you planning to retire in the near future? If so, consider 
the following:

Review your options to make sure you are still comfortable with 
retiring or if you would prefer to work a little longer.
Review your budget, and possibly reduce spending in 
non-essential categories in the first few years of retirement.

Are you taking a distribution from an investment or 
retirement account? If so, consider the impact of changing your 
distribution schedule to protect accounts (defer remaining 
distributions until the end of the year or spread the distributions 
over the rest of the year).

Do you have a mortgage or debts? If so, consider if you should 
refinance any debts now while interest rates are low.

Do you want to rebalance your investment and retirement 
accounts? If so, consider the following: 

Revisit your target asset allocation and overall investment 
philosophy.
Identify holdings that you have retained only because of their 
low basis, and consider reducing your position while valuations 
are low, minimizing realized gains.
As always, exercise discretion and discipline, taking a long-term 
view and prudent action.

Do you have extra cash that is not earmarked for an upcoming 
expenditure? If so, consider investing it to take advantage of low 
valuations.

Do you typically make contributions to a traditional IRA or 
Roth IRA? If so, consider making a contribution now, to take 
advantage of low valuations.

Are you a small business owner? If so, you may be eligible for a 
small business loan, or other forms of federal, state, and 
community relief.
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CASH FLOW ISSUES YES NO ASSET & DEBT ISSUES YES NO

Do you have a traditional 401(k) or IRA? If so, converting some 
of the assets into a Roth IRA could be beneficial while valuations 
are low. If you are laid off, you may have more room in your tax 
bracket to do Roth conversions. 

Do you have any assets with a tax loss? If so, consider 
harvesting the loss, which could reduce your tax liability.

TAX PLANNING ISSUES YES NO
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Do you have an annual gifting strategy in place to pass assets 
to your heirs? If so, consider gifting assets (up to $16,000, per 
person, gift tax-free) now, while valuations are low, and while 
support may be particularly helpful to the donee.

Are you in a position to help family members in need of 
financial assistance? If so, consider making intrafamilial loans 
when the AFR is low. This avoids gift tax, locks in a favorable 
interest rate for the borrower, and can act as an “advance” on an 
inheritance when structured with your heirs.

Do you need to update your estate plan? If so, consider the 
following:

Review the impact of any change in asset values upon the 
ultimate distribution of your estate including probate and 
non-probate assets.
Consider implementing wealth transfer techniques that take 
advantage of low valuations and rates (such as GRATs, CLATs, 
IDGTs, and private annuities). 
Reference the “What Issues Should I Consider Before I Update 
My Estate Plan?“ checklist.
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YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR PRIORITY

As an Independent Wealth Management firm, we strive to help families plan and manage the aspects of their financial lives. Our
objective is to mitigate or eliminate the financial challenges that can distract families from enjoying what matters most to them. By

following a goal-oriented approach supported by independent and customized advice and guidance, our goal is to provide our
client’s the confidence to enjoy the live’s they have worked hard to accomplish. Put simply, Your Success is Our Priority.

Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment Advice offered through Private Advisor Group, a registered investment advisor. Private Advisor Group and
Breakwater Wealth Management are separate entities from LPL Financial. The information provided is for informational purposes only and not to be construed as advice for any individual. We

suggest that you speak with a tax or investment professional about your specific situation before taking any action

Traditional IRA account owners have considerations before performing a Roth  IRA conversion. These primarily include income tax consequences on the converted amount in the year of
the conversion, withdrawal limitations from a Roth IRA, and future contributions to a Roth IRA. In addition, if you are required to take a required minimum distribution (RMD) in the year

you covert, you must do so before converting to a Roth IRA.

Ryan Rech, Financial Advisor
12058 San Jose Blvd., Ste. 201 Jacksonville, FL 32223

ryan.rech@LPL.com | 904.508.0132 | www.BreakwaterWM.com


